
Show Number Title Episode Description
WEEK # WEEK OF:

1 27-Dec OA-SPFLY-LC1101 Galapagos #1 Striped Marlin

Jose Wejebe and the Spanish Fly crew travel to Ecuador and the remote islands of the 

Galapagos to experience the famed natural wonders of the volcanic islands in the 

Pacific Ocean.  Their main targeted species is marlin, and get incredible footage of the 

bait and switch technique on the fly.  Under the water, they find the Galapagos National 

Park and biological marine reserve to have everything they expected and more,  and 

have an incredible diving adventure with sea lions and rays, with amazing up close 

encounters.        

2 3-Jan OA-SPFLY-LC1102 Galapagos #2 Striped Marlin

Jose Wejebe and the Spanish Fly crew continue their incredible adventure on the 

remote islands of the Galapagos of the western shores of Ecuador in the Pacific Ocean.  

They continue to hunt the majestic  striped marlin that cruise the waters offshore.  The 

drama builds as the bait and switch technique to draw them to the back of the boat is 

put to the test, and leads to several incredible close calls.  Off the water, they 

experience the island’s awesome terrestrial wildlife including Charles Darwin’s famed 

Galapagos tortoises.    

3 10-Jan OA-SPFLY-LC1103 Key West Shimano Tarpon 

Jose Wejebe sets out to do something he’s done in spring since the late 1970’s in Key 

West harbor:  testing new prototype gear.  So many tarpon arrive here, it’s the perfect 

time and place to put new high tech tackle to the test.  Jose’s taking the Shimano 

research and development team to test their new high performance prototype Terez 

rods, and see how they stand up to tough acrobatic fights of giant tarpon.   There’s lots 

of ways to catch them on the flats, but one of the best ways to get big tarpon early in 

the season is to chum them when they arrive in the deep harbors.  Tune in to the 

Spanish Fly for explosive surface action, as they take high performance new compact 

rods and reels and see how small of an outfit one can use to catch giant fish.                              

4 17-Jan OA-SPFLY-LC1104 Key West  Shimano Color Change Sailfish 

Jose Wejebe and the Spanish Fly crew continues in Key West testing out new high 

performance gear for Shimano.  They started in Key West harbor with big tarpon, but 

now take the new prototype rods and reels out fishing the open ocean where color 

changes serve as natural barrier edges that big sailfish travel.  Heavy winds out of east 

in spring muddy the inshore waters, and slowly that muddy water moves out to catch 

the Gulfstream.  That color change is where we target sailfish that surf the waves called 

tailing.  When all the variables come together, lots of powerful action happens along 

that edge, making fishing exciting because it brings the element of sightfishing to 

sailfish.                                                                                                                                                       
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5 24-Jan OA-SPFLY-LC1105 Isla Secas Panama Marlin

Jose Wejebe and the Spanish Fly crew travel to the islands of Isla Secas in Panama to 

meet up with old friend Carter ‘Big Boy’ Andrews where he now runs a new fishing 

operation.  Carter and Jose had a rich history when Carter worked in the Bahamas, and 

they continue their relationship on new waters exploring the inshore and offshore 

fisheries.  The first days are spent trolling the famed Hannibal Bank where marlin, mahi 

and tuna all feed on the abundance of bait.  Since Carter caught Jose his first blue 

marlin, they target bonitas for live baiting, and then search for the big black or blue 

marlin.  The hunt pays off with Incredible footage of the acrobatic marlin and there is 

much rejoicing.                                                                                                                                  

6 31-Jan OA-SPFLY-LC1106 Panama with Carter Andrews #2  

Jose Wejebe and the Spanish Fly crew continue their unbelievable adventure off the 

western coast of Panama with Carter ‘Big Boy’ Andrews at his new fishing resort on the 

islands of Isla Secas.  With a few days of offshore marlin fishing under their belt, they 

take advantage of a massive school of tuna offshore, and capitalize with multiple triple 

hookups.  The beauty of Isla Secas is the close proximity to many fishing grounds and 

habitats, so they finish off the day fishing the dramatic volcanic inshore islands using 

live bait to target the hard fighting cubera snapper, which is live baited to the surface, 

then fished on spin and fly tackle for some incredibly explosive footage.                                                                                                                                                           

7 7-Feb OA-SPFLY-LC1107 Sandwich, MA Striped Bass 

Jose Wejebe travels to the nutrient rich waters of Maine, where an enormous amount of 

microscopic life in the water is the start of the food chain which leads to tremendous 

amount of bait in the summertime.  As the cold North Atlantic waters start warming, 

billions of shrimp and baitfish draw tons of big ferocious striped bass.  The mission is 

simple:  hunt the birds, find the action, and get right into the middle of the feed for over 

the top action.  Join the Spanish fly for a classic example of find the food, find the 

frenzy.                                                                                                                                                                                                              

8 14-Feb OA-SPFLY-LC1108 Sandwich, MA Bluefin Tuna

Jose Wejebe and crew continue their adventure in the northeast off the shores of Main.  

As the summertime waters have warmed, the food chain is in full effect from the 

microscopic nutrients in the water, to shrimp and baitfish.  Searching the horizon you 

find birds that have found the food chain.  Underneath the feeding frenzy are the big 

powerful Bluefin tunas.  Tackle has become so strong, catching giant fish on small 

outfits is now possible, when before  it was unheard of.  Join the Spanish Fly as they 

sight cast to giant gargantuan tunas 200-300 lbs on spinning rods.                                                                                                                             

9 21-Feb OA-SPFLY-LC1109 Key West Flats (Wind)

Jose Wejebe fishes the flats of Key West with local artist Adrian Gray to try and find 

artistic inspiration for his latest creation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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10 28-Feb OA-SPFLY-LC1110 Campeche, Mexico BabyTarpon

The 400 year old town on Campeche, Mexico is in the southern Gulf of Mexico.  Jose 

Wejebe and crew travel here this week in search of a pristine nursery for baby tarpon 

where the rivers and streams of the Yucutan dump into the Gulf.  To catch them, you 

have to get up early in the morning when they’re up and rolling where you can sight 

catch them, then later, up in the creeks on spinning rods and jigs.  Mexicans call them 

baby vampires since they mysteriously disappear during the days.  Off the water, 

Ancient Mayan ruins are just start of rich history and culture in Mexico.  For the first time 

ever, join the Spanish Fly for hand to hand combat with ‘Mexican baby vampires.’                                                                                                                                                 

11 7-Mar OA-SPFLY-LC1111 Louisiana Gulf Spill

In the aftermath of the Deep Horizon oil spill last year, Jose and crew embark on an 

long range adventure to determine the real effects of the oil, and how the communities 

from Florida to Louisiana were effected and if they're still being effected.  Jose trailers 

his boat from the Florida Keys to Pensacola Beach to start a multi state adventure.  

Long time friend Rimmer Covington and Jose launch the Spanish Fly and plan to fish 

the entire reach of the oil spill from Florida, Alabama and Mississippi, all the way to 

Venice, Louisiana.  The first day in Pensacola yield and incredible redfish bite, where 

three anglers find themselves fighting five monster redfish.  From there, they boat some 

200 miles to Louisiana, and stop along the way to experience the bottom fishing for 

snappers and groupers.  Once they arrive in Venice, they spend the next days fishing 

offshore near ground zero (Deep Horizon) and catch big tuna and a giant blue Marlin.                                                                                                                                                                                                    

12 14-Mar OA-SPFLY-LC1112 Louisiana Gulf Fishing

In the aftermath of the Deep Horizon oil the year before, Jose and crew have embarked 

on an long range adventure to determine the real effects of the oil, and how the 

communities from Florida to Louisiana were effected and if they're still being effected.  

The adventure started in Pensacola, FL where monster redfish were caught before 

boating to Mississippi.  From there, snappers were caught along the way to Venice, LA, 

and when they arrive there, marlin and tuna are caught.  Another day of offshore and 

inshore now await them with the tuna bite going off, and two days of inshore redfish with 

bait and on the fly. 

13 21-Mar OA-SPFLY-LC1105-R Isla Secas Panama Marlin

Jose Wejebe and the Spanish Fly crew travel to the islands of Isla Secas in Panama to 

meet up with old friend Carter ‘Big Boy’ Andrews where he now runs a new fishing 

operation.  Carter and Jose had a rich history when Carter worked in the Bahamas, and 

they continue their relationship on new waters exploring the inshore and offshore 

fisheries.  The first days are spent trolling the famed Hannibal Bank where marlin, mahi 

and tuna all feed on the abundance of bait.  Since Carter caught Jose his first blue 

marlin, they target bonitas for live baiting, and then search for the big black or blue 

marlin.  The hunt pays off with Incredible footage of the acrobatic marlin and there is 

much rejoicing.                                                                                                                                  


